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Reference:

FPL Letter L-2014-282 to NRC dated October 3, 2014, Voluntary Revised
Response to NRC Request for Additional Information Letter No. 037 (eRAI 5896)
SRP Section: 02.05.02 - Vibratory Ground Motion

In the Reference provided, FPL submitted a revised response to Request for Additional
Information (RAI) 02.05.02-4. Subsequent to the submittal and during interactions with
the NRC staff, FPL identified that a header in Table 2 of the RAI response was
incorrect. The NRC staff requested FPL to revise the response to RAI 02.05.02-4 to
correct the header and associated changes to the text as a result of this discrepancy.
The response has been updated to correct the header and also includes text changes
needed as a result of the correction.

If you have any questions, or need additional information, please contact me at 561-
691-7490.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on March 16, 2015.
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NRC RAI Letter No. PTN-RAI-LTR-041

SRP Section: 02.05.02 - Vibratory Ground Motion

Question from Geosciences and Geotechnical Engineering Branch 1 (RGS1)

NRC RAI Number: 02.05.02-4 (eRAI 5896)

FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2.4 describes that due to lack of knowledge about individual
faults' characteristics, the applicant used an areal source zone to model the seismic hazard
from the Cuban seismic sources. In accordance with NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan,
Chapter 2.5.2, "Vibratory Ground Motion," and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.208, "A
Performance-Based Approach to Define the Site-Specific Earthquake Ground Motion,"
please provide the following:

a. Rationale for the exclusive use of an areal source rather than multiple areal sources or a
combination of fault sources and areal sources. Given the uncertainties, does the use of
a single areal source result in a more conservative representation of the hazard from the
Cuba seismic sources?

b. Details of the PSHA implementation for the Cuba areal source zone. Specifically, is
Cuba seismicity modeled using the EPRI approach, using a uniform source zone, or
using some other methodology?

c. A description of how well the seismic source model parameters represent the observed
spatial patterns and concentrations of seismicity. Is a uniform seismic source zone
justified considering FSAR Figure 2.5.1-267, which shows prominent clusters of
seismicity? Discuss evidence, if any, that frequency-magnitude behavior is different for
the subset of earthquakes concentrated in western and northern Cuba than for the entire
zone.

d. Details on the earthquake catalog completeness, methodology used to compute the a
and b values, the computed a and b values and rates of earthquakes equal to or greater
than moment magnitude 5. If used, please also discuss smoothing operators applied to
the a and b values.

e. A detailed description of the PSHA implementation for the Cuba seismicity model. Are
large earthquakes modeled as finite faults? If so, can they extend outside the zone
boundary, and is there a preferred azimuth? If so, what is their closest distance of
approach to the TPNPP site?

FPL RESPONSE:

INTRODUCTION

This response is a revision to information previously submitted to the NRC in FPL Letter
L-2014-282, "Voluntary Revised Response to NRC Request for Additional Information
Letter No. 041 (eRAI 5896) SRP Section: 02.05.02 - Vibratory Ground Motion," dated
October 3, 2014. As a result of interactions with the NRC Staff following submittal of the
revised response, necessary changes have been identified to the revised response to RAI
02.05.02-4, which was provided in Attachment 3 of FPL Letter L-2014-282, related to the
description of fault-based moment rate to seismicity-based moment rate ratio as used in
text and table column headings. This submittal contains the necessary revisions to the RAI
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02.05.02-4 response and corresponding Associated COLA Revisions. Additionally, the
increase in FF ratio moment rate over the moment rate derived from historical seismicity is
corrected to 267% (which corresponds to a ratio of 3.6657), and typographical corrections
to a reference to FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.2.1 and Table 2.5.2-235 are provided.

REVISIONS TO RAI 02.05.02-4

This response provides additional information pertaining to the areal seismic source for
Cuba used in the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) for the Turkey Point Units 6
& 7 site. This single areal source approach for Cuba was developed following Senior
Seismic Hazard Analysis Committee (SSHAC) Level 2 guidelines (SSHAC 1997) (FSAR
2.5.2 Reference 318), as described in FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.

This response also investigates the potential impacts on the PSHA from alternative
modeling approaches for Cuba through the use of hazard sensitivity calculations. The input
parameters for these alternative modeling approaches were developed through a separate
SSHAC Level 2 study that post-dates the SSHAC Level 2 study described in FSAR
Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3. The SSHAC Level 2 study that supports the current hazard
sensitivity calculations is described primarily in the response to RAI 02.05.01-21, but input
from that study also pertains to this (current) response. Specifically, the hazard sensitivity
calculations include alternative scenarios for: (1) areal seismic sources in Cuba (Figure 1);
and (2) fault sources for intraplate Cuba (Figure 2).

Three scenarios by which areal source zones are implemented in the hazard sensitivity
calculations are summarized below and in Table 1. The results of the areal source
sensitivity hazard calculations are discussed in more detail in part (a) of this response.

Single areal source zone scenario (Z1): In the single areal source zone model, a single
areal source for Cuba is used, with a uniform seismicity rate throughout the zone that is
based on observed seismicity from the Phase 2 earthquake catalog (Figure 1). This is
the base case for the hazard sensitivity calculations and is the seismic source
characterization for intraplate Cuba used in the PSHA (FSAR Section 2.5.2). The Z1
model results in a contribution to hazard that is intermediate between the Z6 and Z11 %
zone scenarios (Table 1).

* Elevated rate areal source zone scenario (Z1 1 %): In the elevated rate zone scenario, a
single areal source for Cuba is used, with a uniform seismicity rate throughout the zone
that is based on observed seismicity from the Phase 2 earthquake catalog. The
geometry of this zone is equivalent to that in the Z1 scenario. Unlike the Z1 scenario,
however, the uniform rate for the Z1 1 % scenario is based on a small subzone in
northern Cuba (the "northern Cuba subzone" shown in Figure 1) that is located partially
within the site region and that exhibits a higher rate of seismicity than surrounding
regions. The seismicity rate from the northern subzone is approximately 11 % higher
than that for the entire Cuba areal source zone, and this higher rate is applied to the Z1
scenario. The Z11 % scenario results in the highest contribution to hazard from the three
zone scenarios (Table 1).

* Six areal source zones scenario (Z6): In the six areal source zones scenario, Cuba is
divided into six zones largely on the basis of observed patterns in seismicity (Figure 1).
The seismicity b-value is constant across all six zones and equivalent to that used in the
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Z1 scenario; the seismicity a-values vary from zone to zone, are uniform within each
zone, and are based on the observed seismicity within each zone. The Z6 scenario
results in the lowest contribution to hazard from the three zone scenarios (Table 1).

The detailed characterization of sensitivity fault sources in Cuba is described in the
response to RAI 02.05.01-21 and the sensitivity of hazard results is provided in part (a) of
this (current) response. For the hazard sensitivity calculations, there are three scenarios for
fault sources, as shown in Table 1 and summarized below.

" No fault sources scenario: This scenario excludes fault sources from the hazard
sensitivity calculations. This is consistent with the seismic source characterization used
for the PSHA and presented in FSAR Section 2.5.2.

* Full fault model scenario (FF): In the full fault model scenario, the 15 fault sources
summarized in response to RAI 02.05.01-21 (see especially Table 3 from that
response) are included in the hazard sensitivity calculations.

* Scaled fault model scenario (SF): The SF scenario is derived from the FF scenario such
that the total seismic moment rate from the fault sources is equivalent to the seismic
moment rate from the observed seismicity (Z1 scenario). The SF scenario results in a
contribution to hazard that is lower than that from the FF fault source scenario (Table 1).

A total of eleven possible combinations of areal and fault scenarios are shown in Table 1.
Among the various ways to model the distribution of seismic activity and seismic moment
release rate of Cuba, shown in Table 1 and discussed in part (a) of this response, five of
these scenarios are evaluated quantitatively. Of these, four scenarios are judged by the TI
team as the most likely to encompass the center, body, and range of the views of the
informed technical community and to be useful for the sensitivity analysis comparisons.
Based on the results of these comparisons, it is concluded that the use of a single areal
source zone and the parameters used to characterize it as presented in the FSAR gives a
reasonably conservative estimate of the contribution to site hazard from intraplate Cuba.

a) Rationale for the exclusive use of an areal source rather than multiple areal
sources or a combination of fault sources and areal sources. Given the
uncertainties, does the use of a single areal source result in a more conservative
representation of the hazard from the Cuba seismic sources?

As described above, hazard sensitivity calculations are used to assess the impact of
several alternative modeling approaches for intraplate Cuba. The preferred seismic source
model for Cuba is presented in FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3. As described in that
subsection, this model was developed following SSHAC Level 2 guidelines (SSHAC 1997)
(FSAR 2.5.2 Reference 318). This preferred model comprises a single areal source zone
with a large Mmax and no fault sources (scenario Z1 in Table 1). This is an appropriate
representation of Cuba seismic hazard in comparison to other scenarios. This model
derives rate information from observed seismicity, extrapolated to earthquake magnitudes
that envelop published Mmax estimates for faults in Cuba, and extends one magnitude unit
larger than the largest event observed in the approximately 500-yr record of observed
seismicity for intraplate Cuba.
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Zone Models

The influence of variations in seismicity rate within the single areal zone (Zi) are
investigated through hazard sensitivity calculations in two scenarios: (1) the Z1 1%
scenario, in which the rate for the entire single areal source zone is increased by 11%,
corresponding to the average rate within a small portion of that zone nearest the site (i.e.,
the "northern Cuba subzone") (Figure 1); and (2) the Z6 scenario, in which the single areal
zone is divided into six subzones defined by variations in seismicity patterns and rates
(Figure 1). Part (c) of this response includes additional details on recurrence parameters for
the Z1 1 % scenario. The Z1 1% scenario provides a conservative representation of the
effect of potentially diluting the effects of apparent higher seismicity rates in northern Cuba
through use of a single large areal zone that includes areas of relatively lower seismicity
activity rate.

For the six-zone scenario (Z6), each of the six zones is given equally weighted maximum
moment magnitudes of 7.0 and 7.3 with uniformly distributed seismicity parameters
(complete smoothing) determined from the earthquakes within each zone. The
completeness table for Cuba from Garcia et al. (2008) (FSAR 2.5.2 Reference 255) is also
used here. The a-values were determined by counting the number of events in each
subzone greater than or equal to Mw 3. The b-value calculated in the"FSAR for Z1 is used
for all six subzones. Focal depth for the six subzones is the same as was implemented in
the FSAR, which uses a three-point distribution to represent the 0 - 15 km seismogenic
thickness: 2.5, 7.5, and 12.5 km, equally weighted.

The SSHAC Level 2 inputs from experts described in the response to RAI 02.05.01-21 (see
especially Tables 2A through 2G from that response) include suggestions that the
variations in seismicity patterns and rates within Cuba could be modeled as well with some
form of spatial smoothing, although one expert (Wong) suggested that the six zone model
(Z6) would likely approximate spatial smoothing. A complete smoothing model, in which all
parts of each seismic source have the same seismicity recurrence parameters, was
implemented for sensitivity hazard calculations of Cuba sources for several reasons:

" This smoothing model approach (constant seismicity rate throughout the zone) was
used in the original FSAR source model.

* A strongly defined source zone boundary between Cuba and the Straits of Florida is
indicated by the dramatic differences in geologic evolution and structure between
northern Cuba and the Straits of Florida, so that implementation of a less complete
smoothing seismicity model for Cuba that did not recognize this boundary would result
in migration northward of seismic activity into areas previously characterized with much
lower rates.

* Seismic hazard in the Straits of Florida has already been accounted for in the seismic
source model by extending existing EPRI-SOG areal zones south from Florida to
northern Cuba (see FSAR Figures 2.5.2-204 through 2.5.2-209).

" In the characterization adopted for the FSAR, seismicity in Cuba appears to be
dramatically higher than in the Straits of Florida (Figure 1) and this difference is not
easily attributable to differences in detection capability. For example, the June 2, 1990
Mw 3.3 (from the Phase 2 catalog) or Emb 4.09 (from the Phase 1 catalog) earthquake
lies just north of the island of Cuba and southwest of the Bahamas, and originated from
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the Cuba source catalog (Alvarez et al. 1999) (FSAR 2.5.2 Reference 205), which is
one of the source catalogs used to develop the Phase 1 and Phase 2 earthquake
catalogs (FSAR Subsections 2.5.2.1.2 and 2.5.2.1.3). This implies some detection
capability to this magnitude level and distance north of the island, from the Cuba source
catalog at least, for the past 20 years. This is in agreement with estimates of detection
capability as a function of magnitude for the "Near Florida" area (including the Straits of
Florida between southern Florida and the Cuba area) as tabulated in Table 2.5.2-206 of
the FSAR.

* The CEUS-SSC catalog (EPRI et al. 2012) includes the Straits of Florida, which is
judged to be complete to magnitude 3.5 for the past 20 years (Table 3.5-3 in EPRI et al.
2012). No earthquakes exist in this catalog in the Straits of Florida (Figure 3.2-7 in EPRI
et al. 2012).

* The six zone model (Z6) already represents a "coarse" smoothing approach by isolating
or segregating areas of high and low rates, while not smoothing rates northward beyond
Cuba.

Fault Models

The lack of available data to characterize slip rates and faults in Cuba indicates that
estimation of the relative contribution from faults and background earthquake sources is a
significant source of uncertainty in the source model as described in the response to RAI
02.05.01-21. The preferred seismic source model accounts for this uncertainty by the use
of a large Mmax on the Z1 areal source zone, without inclusion of specific fault sources.
Adding regional fault sources (FF or SF) on top of this model creates additional seismic
moment in the seismic source model and results in additional conservatism through
possible double-counting the inferred contributions from the largest earthquakes.

To evaluate the potential influence on seismic hazard from the poorly known faults in Cuba,
a SSHAC Level 2 study was used to develop a fault characterization model, as described in
the response to RAI 02.05.01-21. From this process, 15 fault sources (Figure 2) and a
weighted range of fault characterization parameters (Table 3 in response to RAI 02.05.01-
21) were developed for the FF scenario in hazard sensitivity calculations. This
characterization includes for each fault source three slip rate options, in which the high,
middle, and low values on slip rate correspond to three orders of magnitude, reflecting the
considerable uncertainty in the available data.

The SF scenario is derived from the FF scenario such that the total seismic moment rate
from the fault sources is equivalent to the seismic moment rate from the observed
seismicity (Z1 scenario). The scaling factor for the SF scenario is 0.2728, the inverse of the
seismic moment ratio of 3.6657 shown in Table 2.

Maximum moment magnitudes of 7.0 and 7.3 are equally weighted as for the areal
source(s). A weighted set of slip rates was developed after evaluation of inputs through a
SSHAC Level 2 process. All faults are vertical, except for the Nortecubana West,
Nortecubana Central, and Nortecubana East fault sources, which dip 30o to the south. All
faults extend from 0 to 15 km depth. Magnitude recurrence for the faults is implemented
using a model in which the maximum magnitudes are treated as characteristic magnitudes.
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The hazard sensitivity calculations for both the zone model scenarios and the fault model
scenarios use ground motion attenuation relationships developed for Caribbean crustal
seismic sources described in FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.5.2.

Results

This section describes the results of hazard sensitivity calculations for individual areal and
fault source scenarios, as well as scenarios that combine areal and fault sources. A total of
eleven possible combinations of areal and fault scenarios are shown in Table 1. One of
these (Z1) is the base case presented in the FSAR. In addition to Z1, five of these
scenarios are evaluated quantitatively in this response (Z6, Z1 1%, SF, ZI +SF, and FF) and
are described below. Figures 3 and 4 present 1 Hz and 10 Hz hazard curves for these five
scenarios. These figures also present the corresponding total hazard curves that include
each of these Cuba scenarios.

* The Z6 scenario results in a decrease in hazard relative to the Z1 base case from the
FSAR.

* The Z1 1% scenario results in an increase in hazard relative to the Z1 base case.

* The SF scenario results in a lower hazard relative to the Z1 base case.

* The ZI +SF scenario results in a higher hazard relative to the Z1 base case.

* The FF scenario results in a higher hazard relative to the Z1 base case.

Of these five scenarios, four are judged by the TI team to be most likely to encompass the
center, body, and range of the views of the informed technical community (Z6, Z1 1%, SF,
and ZI +SF). In contrast, the FF scenario is judged as overly conservative and therefore
technically indefensible. The rationale for this assessment is based on the discrepancy
between the observed historical rate of large earthquakes in Cuba and that predicted by the
moment rate for the FF scenario. The moment rate for the FF scenario is derived from the
weighted mean of slip rate distributions for the 15 Cuba fault sources. The bottom row of
Table 2 illustrates that the moment rate for the weighted mean slip rate (FF model) yields a
return period of 124 years for Mw 7 events. The completeness period for earthquakes in
Cuba in the Mw 6.0 to 7.0 range is given as about 500 years according to Garcia et al.
(2008) (FSAR 2.5.2 Reference 255) (Table 3). In the approximately 500-yr record of
observed seismicity in Cuba, there are no magnitude 7 events and the largest earthquake
in that time in the Phase 2 earthquake catalog from intraplate Cuba is approximately Mw 6.3
(see FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.2.1). Another way to examine the overly conservative
rate derived from the FF scenario is to compare the ratio of moment rate derived from
seismicity to moment rate derived from the assumed fault slip rates to the moment rate
derived from seismicity in the middle column of Table 2. That comparison shows that the
FF scenario moment rate is 267% greater (3.6657 ratio in Table 2) than the moment rate
derived from historical seismicity. While the individual FF scenario is presented in Figures 3
and 4, it is not considered further. Likewise, combinations involving the FF scenario are
also eliminated and not presented, as they would be overly conservative and technically
indefensible.
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The remaining five combination scenarios (Z6+FF, ZI +FF, Z1 1 %+FF, Z6+SF, and
Z1 1 %+SF) are discarded from further consideration based on the rationale provided below:

* Three combination scenarios, Z6+FF, ZI +FF, and Z1i1 %+FF, are discarded due to the
inclusion of the FF scenario as described above.

* The Z6+SF combination scenario is judged to lie within the likely center, body, and
range of the views of the informed technical community, but would result in an
intermediate hazard not useful for this sensitivity analyses because SF is also combined
with the Z1 scenario. The ZI+SF scenario results in higher hazard (Figures 3 and 4).

* The Z1 1 %+SF combination scenario includes an areal zone scenario that is based on
an arbitrary activity rate increase applied to the entire zone.

In order to assess the impact of various Cuba sensitivity scenarios on the Turkey Point
Units 6 & 7 site hazard, based on the evaluation of the hazard results presented in Figures
3 and 4, four sensitivity scenarios (Z6, Z1 1 %, SF, and ZI +SF) were selected to represent
the Cuba hazard in lieu of the Z1 base case scenario used for the original FSAR hazard
total. Total hazard curves that include these four scenarios are presented in Figure 5, along
with the original FSAR total hazard.

Detailed comparisons of the differences in total hazard for the four scenarios with respect
to the FSAR total hazard are compiled in Tables 4 and 5. Two acceleration spectral
response frequencies (1 and 10 Hz) and two MAFE levels (10-4 and 10-5) are considered.
Table 4 shows the percent differences in MAFE for each scenario at the respective FSAR
amplitudes. Negative values indicate lower hazard levels than the FSAR levels, positive
values are higher. The FSAR values are shown in the first pair of columns, and the
subsequent four scenarios increase in hazard level from left to right. Differences for the Z6
scenario range from -8.8% to -1.1 % of the FSAR total. Differences for the SF scenario
range from -12% to +1.0%. For the Z11% scenario, differences range from -0.1% to +2.5%.
For the ZI +SF scenario, differences are the greatest, ranging from +1.4% to +13.1%. Note
that the apparent decrease (-0.1%) in 10 Hz MAFE at the 10-5 MAFE amplitudes for
scenario Z1 1 % is due to the limited number of significant digits presented in the FSAR for
total mean hazard, the process of interpolation, and rounding. That this is only an apparent
decrease is supported by the fact that the 10-5 MAFE amplitudes for scenario Z11 % match
the FSAR amplitudes exactly to three significant figures (Table 5).

Table 5 shows the changes in rock motion amplitude for the four scenarios. The largest of
these changes are negative relative to the FSAR amplitudes. These are shown as absolute
and percent differences in amplitudes. The largest percent increase is +4.4% and results
from the ZI+SF scenario and the greatest decrease is -6.9% from the SF scenario. Of
greater importance than the percentages is the maximum increase in rock motion
amplitude from the different scenarios. None of the increases in rock motions from all
scenarios exceeds 0.004 g.

Bommer (2012, p. 1724) emphasizes the importance of capturing epistemic uncertainty in
logic trees for the input to PSHA and states, "for those conducted for nuclear power plant
sites it becomes imperative to make concerted efforts to identify and quantify epistemic
uncertainties, and to demonstrate that they have been captured in the logic tree." One
approach to incorporating this range of epistemic uncertainty into the PSHA results would
be to weight the different scenarios, and recalculate the probabilistic ground motions. This
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approach is not included as part of the hazard sensitivity calculations described in this
response because, as Bommer (2012, p. 1727) states, "in the context of considering
available models that might be included, it is perfectly feasible that several models ... will be
effectively assigned weights of zero not because of a belief that they should not be used
but simply because they are not needed in order to construct the distribution of
uncertainty." The question addressed here asks whether the addition of fault sources
results in a more conservative assessment of the ground motion hazard. The results of the
hazard sensitivity calculations show that the maximum increase in rock motions at MAFE
levels of 10-4 and 10-5 is insignificant (( 0.004 g). Therefore, further consideration of fault
scenarios for the Cuba seismic source is unnecessary.

The scenarios presented in Figure 5 are derived from a reasonable range of technically
defensible seismic source characterizations for intraplate Cuba. As shown in Table 5, this
range of seismic source characterizations results in only small changes in hazard at the
Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site. Based on the results of these hazard sensitivity calculations,
it is concluded that the use of a single areal source zone and the parameters used to
characterize it as presented in the FSAR gives a reasonably conservative estimate of the
contribution to site hazard from intraplate Cuba seismic sources.

b) Details of the PSHA implementation for the Cuba areal source zone. Specifically,
is Cuba seismicity modeled using the EPRI approach, using a uniform source zone,
or using some other methodology?

The PSHA implementation for the Cuba areal source zone differs from the EPRI-SOG
approach. In the PSHA presented in FSAR Section 2.5.2, intraplate Cuba was modeled as
a single areal source zone with spatially uniform (complete smoothing) seismicity (total
annual rate (M, -> 5.0) = 0.0592, 13 = 1.932 (b = 0.839)). An exponential magnitude model
was assumed with an Mmax distribution [and weights] of Mw 7 [0.5] and 71/4 [0.5]. For the
purposes of the PSHA presented in FSAR Section 2.5.2 and the current sensitivity
calculations, the upper limit of this distribution is rounded up to Mw 7.3.

c) A description of how well the seismic source model parameters represent the
observed spatial patterns and concentrations of seismicity. Is a uniform seismic
source zone iustified considering FSAR Figure 2.5.1-267, which shows prominent
clusters of seismicity? Discuss evidence, if any, that frequency-magnitude behavior
is different for the subset of earthquakes concentrated in western and northern Cuba
than for the entire zone.

The single Cuba areal seismic source (Zi) is modeled by assuming a uniform rate for the
entire source zone. An exponential frequency-magnitude distribution of the Gutenberg-
Richter form Log(N) = a - b(M), where N is the number of events greater than or equal to
magnitude M, was fit to the observed seismicity using the maximum likelihood technique.
The a-value reflects the seismicity rate, and the b-value indicates relative number of small
to large magnitudes. This approach produces a uniform rate of seismicity within the areal
source zone and does not account for local, above-average rates associated with areas of
more concentrated or "prominent clusters" of seismicity, nor areas of less than average
seismicity rate. Figure 1 depicts seismicity in Cuba in greater detail than shown on FSAR
Figure 2.5.1-267. Figure 1 also shows the areal zonation scenarios used in the hazard
sensitivity calculations described in this response.
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If the Cuba areal source zone were to be subdivided in an attempt to model areas with
higher rates of earthquake occurrence (Z6), this would result in areas of lower rates than
the average uniform rate applied to the Cuba areal source zone. In particular, the offshore
region of the Cuba areal source nearest the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7, which is nearly
devoid of seismicity (Figure 1), likely would generate little or no hazard. Therefore, this
modification may result in a less conservative characterization if the reduction in hazard
from the nearest portion of the zone is greater than any increases in hazard from more
distant areas of higher seismicity in Cuba. This point is illustrated by inspection of FSAR
Figure 2.5.2-227, which shows the M and R deaggregation for 5 and 10 Hz for the 10.4

uniform hazard response spectrum (UHRS). The Cuba areal source contribution to the site
hazard appears in the Mw 6.5 to 7.5 range and abruptly begins appearing in the 210 to 240
kilometer (130 to 150 mile) distance bin and beyond. The closest distance from the site to
the Cuba areal source is approximately 220 kilometers (140 miles).

In order to address the question of how modeling of Cuba areal source zones would impact
the hazard at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site, two alternate zonation models (Z1 1% and
Z6) were developed. The Z6 (six-zone model) is discussed in part (a) of this response.
Details of how the Z1 1% model was developed are discussed below.

Elevated Rate Areal Source Zone Scenario (Z 11%)
Seismicity in Cuba is not perfectly uniform, in that the density appears to be greatest in the
southeast, west, and north-central portions of the island. In recognition of this, a "northern
Cuba subzone" was defined that encompasses apparently higher than average seismicity
in the north of Cuba (Figure 1). The northern Cuba subzone rate is found to be
approximately 11 % higher than the single-zone (Z1) rate, on a per-area basis. This 11%
increase is then conservatively applied to the entire single areal zone rate to develop the
Z11% scenario. The only difference between the Z1 and Z11% model is a +11% difference
in rate in the latter. The effect of this rate increase on the PSHA results is discussed in part
(a) of the current response. The following discussion provides details on the development
of the Z11% model.

The northern Cuba subzone envelops the seismicity in north-central and western Cuba
(Figure 4). Recurrence statistics were computed for this subzone by calculating the annual
rate of Mw > 3 earthquakes in the subzone, and assuming that the previously calculated b-
value for the Cuba areal source zone represents the most stable estimate. The annual
rates of M, 5 to 7.3 earthquakes from the two zones were then compared.

Before computing recurrence for the Cuba areal source zone, the earthquakes in Figure 1
were filtered to account for the completeness periods published in Garcia et al. (2008)
(FSAR 2.5.2 Reference 255). The number of earthquakes decreases, but the general
pattern of concentrated or "spatially clustered" seismicity remains.

Maximum likelihood recurrence parameters were computed for the Cuba areal source
zone, using the Weichert (1980) formulation. The a-value is computed from the annual rate
of Mw > 3 events in the subzone. The a-value, or rate parameter, is normalized to events
per square kilometer per year, to permit a comparison normalized to a common area.

Table 6 lists the recurrence statistics for the Z1 and Z1 1% zonation scenarios. The last
column provides the computed rate of M, 5 to 7.3 earthquakes on a square kilometer per
year basis, which allows for direct comparisons of the rates of earthquakes producing
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ground motions at the site. A comparison of the northern Cuba subzone rate to the rate for
the Cuba areal source indicates that the northern Cuba subzone rate is 11% higher than
the single zone model (ZI) on a rate per square kilometer per year basis (Table 6).

d) Details on the earthquake catalog completeness, methodology used to compute
the a and b values, the computed a and b values and rates of earthquakes equal to or
greater than moment magnitude 5. If used, please also discuss smoothing operators
applied to the a and b values.

For use in the PSHA presented in FSAR Section 2.5.2, completeness periods as a function
of magnitude for Cuba were taken directly from Garcia et al. (2008) (FSAR 2.5.2 Reference
255). These completeness periods are shown in the first three columns of Table 3. The
number of earthquakes in each magnitude bin, taken from the Phase 2 earthquake catalog
and filtered for these completeness periods, is shown in the last column of Table 3.

The objective is to solve for a and b in the Gutenberg-Richter equation for earthquake
recurrence equation,

Log(N) = a- b(M) (1)

where N is the cumulative annual number of earthquakes greater than or equal to
magnitude M.

As presented in McGuire (2004, p. 190, Eq. A5), the maximum likelihood estimate for b is

i
Mba, •.,~e -• ... ,(2)

where Mbar is the average magnitude of the data, t is the completeness duration in years, i
corresponds to the magnitude bin, and P = b x In(10). m refers to the midpoint of the
magnitude range. This is also the formulation presented in Weichert (1980). ,8 in equation
(2) is solved for using Newton's method, as suggested in Weichert (1980). The
convergence criterion for ,3 is when the difference in ,3 between successive iterations falls
below 0.0001.

Weichert (1980) defines Na as the cumulative number of events at and above the minimum
magnitude. His equation (10) (also McGuire 2004, p. 191, Eq. A9), states:

Na = Z t. (3)

where Z is the total number of events in the data set, Na is the number of events above the
minimum magnitude (Mw 3.0) per annum. Once Na is determined, a can be solved via
Equation (1).

The results are:

b = 0.839
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Na = 2.821

a = 2.967

From Equation (1), the number of events greater than or equal to M, 5 per year is 0.0592.
This equates to an average return period of about 17 years for earthquakes in this
magnitude range for source zone ZI. No smoothing operators were applied to the a- and b-
values. That is, recurrence parameters were assumed to be uniform throughout the source
zone. Note that in Table 6 the a value has been normalized to km 2/yr, while in the list above
it is for the entire zone.

e) A detailed description of the PSHA implementation for the Cuba seismicity model.
Are large earthquakes modeled as finite faults? If so, can they extend outside the
zone boundary, and is there a preferred azimuth? If so, what is their closest distance
of approach to the TPNPP site?

For use in the PSHA presented in FSAR Section 2.5.2, earthquakes are modeled as point
sources in the Cuba areal source zone, not as faults. Therefore, without finite faults,
ruptures cannot extend outside the zone boundary and there is no preferred azimuth.
Hypocentral depths are modeled as an equally weighted distribution of 2.5, 7.5, and 12.5
km, representing depth ranges of 0 - 5, 5 - 10, and 10 - 15 km, respectively. The closest
distance from the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site to the Cuba areal source is approximately
220 kilometers (140 miles).
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Table 1. Cuba seismic source scenarios for sensitivity calculations

Source Zone Scenarios

Increasing hazard -4

Z11%
Z6 Zl

No areal Elevated rate
sources Six areal Single areal areal source

sources source (+11% increase
in rate)

No fault sources N/A Z6 Z1 Z11%

(FSAR)

N
Cn I-

0

U_

SF
SF Z6+SF* ZI+SF* ZI1%+SF**

Scaled fault sources

FFF*

,, Full fault sources FF*** Z6+FF*** Zl+FF*** Zl1%+FF***

Shaded source scenarios are not quantitatively evaluated:
* ZI +SF was evaluated as a reasonable combination scenario in the hazard sensitivity calculations.

As discussed in the text, area source scenario Z6 was found to result in lower hazard than area
source scenario ZI. Thus, it is unnecessary to further investigate the combination scenario Z6+SF.

** As discussed in the text, source area scenario Z1 1% is considered a conservative assessment of
the seismic hazard derived from the cataloged seismicity, therefore the combination scenario
Z1 1 %+SF is considered overly conservative for consideration in the hazard sensitivity calculations.

*** As discussed in the text, fault source scenario FF was determined to be technically indefensible
compared to the cataloged seismicity. Therefore, any combination scenarios with FF were similarly
eliminated as technically indefensible.
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Table 2. Moment rates, ratio of fault-based moment rate to seismicity-based moment rates, I
and return periods for M, 6.5 and 7.0 from Cuba sensitivity options

Ratio, Return Period Return Period
Moment Rate Fault-

Moment Rate Option for(dyne-cm/yr) based/Seismicity- M f 6.5 (years) Mw 7 (years)
based

Historical Seismicity* 7.7844E+23 Not applicable 81 456
Low Slip Rate Option** 6.6686E+22 0.0857 946 5321
Middle Slip Rate 6.6686E+23 0.8567 95 532
Option** I
High Slip Rate Option** 6.6686E+24 8.5666 9.5 53
Weighted Mean Slip 2.8535E+24 3.6657 22 124
Rate *** t

* Moment rate obtained from seismicity catalog and used for Cuba areal source (Z1) and for scaled fault scenario
(SF).

** Moment rates obtained from low, middle, and high slip rate values presented in RAI 02.05.01-21.

Moment rate obtained from weighted mean of slip rate values presented in RAI 02.05.01-21 and used for full
fault scenario (FF).

Table 3. Completeness periods from Garcia et al. (2008) (FSAR 2.5.2 Reference 255) and
earthquake counts in each bin from the Phase 2 earthquake catalog

Magnitude Range Start Date End Date Number of Earthquakes from
(Mw) Phase 2 Earthquake Catalog

3.0-4.0 1/1960 3/2008 119
4.0-5.0 1/1940 3/2008 17
5.0-6.0 1/1850 3/2008 14
6.0-7.0 1/1500 3/2008 2
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Table 4. Summary of hazard sensitivity study results: comparison of MAFE

FSAR Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario
ZII Z6 SF Z11% ZI+SF

10_ I mean annual frequency of exceedance (MAFE)
Freq MAFE Amp* MAFE % Diff MAFE % Diff MAFE % Diff MAFE % Diff
1 Hz 1.OOE-04 0.0343 9.499E-05 -5.0% 9.6764E-05 -3.2% 1.018E-04 1.8% 1.114E-04 11.4%

10 Hz 1.00E-04 0.0822 9.122E-05 -8.8% 8.797E-05 -12.0% 1.025E-04 2.5% 1.094E-04 9.4%
10_ mean annual frequency of exceedance (MAFE)

Freq MAFE Amp* MAFE % Diff MAFE % Diff MAFE % Diff MAFE % Diff
1 Hz 1.OOE-05 0.0663 9.539E-06 -4.6% 1.010E-05 1.0% 1.013E-05 1.3% 1.131E-05 13.1%

10 Hz 1.OOE-05 0.278 9.891E-06 -1.1% 9.969E-06 -0.3% 9.992E-06 -0.1% 1.014E-05 1.4%
*Rock motion (g)

Table 5. Summary of hazard sensitivity results: comparison of rock motion amplitudes

FSAR Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario
ZI Z6 SF Z11% Z1+SF

Rock motions (g) at 104 mean annual frequency of exceedance (MAFE)
Freq Amp Amp Amp % Diff Amp Amp % Diff Amp Amp % Diff Amp % Diff

Diff Diff Diff Diff
1 Hz 0.0343 0.0338 -0.0005 -1.5% 0.0340 -0.0003 -0.9% 0.0345 0.0002 0.6% 0.0354 0.0011 3.2%

10 Hz 0.0822 0.0784 -0.0038 -4.6% 0.0765 -0.0057 -6.9% 0.0832 0.0010 1.2% 0.0858 0.0036 4.4%

Rock motions (g) at 10-5 mean annual frequency of exceedance (MAFE)
Amp AmpAm

Freq Amp Amp Amp % Diff Amp Amp % Diff Amp % Diff Amp % DiffFrq m Ap Diff Diff Diff Diff

1 Hz 0.0663 0.0654 -0.0009 -1.4% 0.0665 0.0002 0.3% 0.0665 0.0002 0.3% 0.0686 0.0023 3.5%

10 Hz 0.278 0.276 -0.0020 -0.7% 0.278 0.0000 0.0% 0.278 0.0000 0.0% 0.280 0.0020 0.7%
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Table 6. Cuba areal source zone and northern Cuba subzone recurrence parameters

Zone Zone # a- b-value Rate of M, 5 to
area Events(a) value(b) 7.3 events per
(km2 ) 

yearlkm -

Cuba areal 250,286 152 -2.430 0.839 2.341E-7
source zone I _ II
Northern Cuba 80,770 46 -2.383' 0.839(c) 2.609E-7
subzone I II
(a) Events > M, 3.0, filtered for completeness periods
(b) Normalized to events per year/km 2

(c) Fixed to Cuba areal source zone b-value
(d) Value represents the 11% increase discussed in text
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Figure 1. Map showing Cuba single areal source zone (Zl) (solid black line), six areal source zones (Z6) (dashed
black lines), and northern Cuba subzone (green shading). Seismicity (blue circles) is from the Phase 2 earthquake

catalog. Thick red lines show plate boundary fault sources included in FSAR PSHA.
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Figure 2. Map of intraplate Cuba fault sources as modeled for hazard sensitivity calculations.

N
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Figure 3. 1 Hz mean hazard curves showing sensitivity to Cuba source
scenarios. Lower panel is expanded view of yellow box in upper panel.
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Figure 4. 10 Hz mean hazard curves showing sensitivity to Cuba source
scenarios. Lower panel is expanded view of yellow box in upper panel.
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Figure 5. Total mean hazard curves for 1 Hz (upper) and
showing sensitivity to four Cuba source scenarios.
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This response is PLANT SPECIFIC.
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The following changes resulting from this revised response will be made in a future
COLA revision.

The second paragraph of FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.4.2.2 will be revised in a future
COLA revision as follows:

2.5.2.4.4.3.4.2.2 Results of Cuba Hazard Sensitivity Calculations

Of these five scenarios, four are judged by the TI team to be most likely to encompass
the center, body, and range of the views of the informed technical community (Z6,
Z11 %, SF, and ZI +SF). In contrast, the FF scenario is judged as overly conservative
and therefore technically indefensible. The rationale for this assessment is based on the
discrepancy between the observed historical rate of large earthquakes in Cuba and that
predicted by the moment rate for the FF scenario. The moment rate for the FF scenario
is derived from the weighted mean of slip rate distributions for the 15 Cuba fault
sources. The bottom row of Table 2.5.2-237 illustrates that the moment rate for the
weighted mean slip rate (FF model) yields a return period of 124 years for Mw 7.0
events. The completeness period for earthquakes in Cuba in the Mw 6.0 to 7.0 range is
given as about 500 years according to Garcia et al. (Reference 255) (Table 2.5.2-
2-34235). In the approximately 500-year record of observed seismicity in Cuba, there
are no magnitude 7 events, and the largest earthquake in that time in the Phase 2
earthquake catalog from intraplate Cuba is approximately M, 6.3 (Subsection
2.5.2.4.4.3.2.1). Another way to examine the overly conservative rate derived from the
FF scenario is to compare the ratio of moment rate derived from rsei!micity to momont
rate dc'i-cd from the assumed fault slip rates to the moment rate derived from
seismicity in the middle column of Table 2.5.2-237. That comparison shows that the FF
scenario moment rate is 367 267 percent greater (3.67--3.6657 faeter ratio in Table
2.5.2-237) than the moment rate derived from historical seismicity. While the individual
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FF scenario is presented in Figures 2.5.2-273 and 2.5.3-274, it is not considered further.
Likewise, combinations involving the FF scenario are also eliminated and not presented,
as they would be overly conservative and technically indefensible.

Table 2.5.2-237 will be revised in a future revision of the COLA as follows:

Table 2.5.2-237
Moment Rates, Ratio of Seismi"it" Fault-Based Moment Rate to Fault Seismicity-

Based Moment Rates, and Return Periods for M, 6.5 and 7.0 from Cuba
Sensitivity Options

Moment Ratio, Return Return
Moment Rate Rate SeismiGityFault- Period for Period for

Options (dyne- based/Seismicity Mw 6.5
cmlyr) -based (years) Mw 7 (years)

Historical Seismicity* 7.7844E+23 Not applicable 81 456
Low Slip Rate 6.6686E+22 0.0857 946 5321
Option**
Middle Slip Rate 6.6686E+23 0.8567 95 532
Option**
High Slip Rate 6.6686E+24 8.5666 9.5 53
Option**
Weighted Mean Slip 2.8535E+24 3.6657 22 124
Rate***

(a) Moment rate obtained from seismicity catalog
source (Z1) and for scaled fault scenario (SF).

and used for Cuba areal

(b) Moment rates obtained from low, middle, and high slip rate values presented
in Table 2.5.2-236.

(c) Moment rate obtained from weighted mean of slip rate values presented in
Table 2.5.2-236 and used for full fault scenario (FF).

ASSOCIATED ENCLOSURES:

None


